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Villa 39 a stand alone fine dining Italian Restaurant & Lounge.

Villa 39, one of the first stand alone fine dining Italian Restaurant & Lounge. It is situated in South
Mumbai, Colaba. Headed by a young and ambitious CEO, Kajal Fabiani.

June 27, 2010 - PRLog -- VILLA 39
Una bella storia culinaria…

25th March 2010.  Enter Villa 39: A heritage building with a rustic Italian dining experience in the heart of
Mumbai.   A dream made real by Kajal Fabiani to create an understated yet glamorous restaurant with a
sophisticated bar to celebrate every day. 

Sunlight streams through the elevated stain-glassed windows, immediately embracing oneself within its
clean white walls and high arched ceilings. Jai Danani’s creative genius is appreciated through his
understanding of creating different spaces to comply with different moods. The alabaster bar and intimate
lounge at the ground level accessorized with venetian silver mirrors provides the perfect ambience for
chatter with old friends or an opportunity to develop new relationships. 

The wooden staircase leads up to the fine dining area, which is accessorized with silver antique arches and
moldings. Beautiful chandeliers extend their charm to this Italian culinary masterpiece with spotlights
reflecting the beauty of the wall carvings. Diners are encouraged to have an affable spirit and select their
wines from the extensive wine wall.
Attention to detail is a key attribute and is extended to the restrooms. White and grey marble, silver wooden
carvings, and beaten steel accessories all compliment the main restaurant ambience.

Neatly tucked away is the Private Dining Room…all black with a center chandelier. The lush lounge sofas
craft an exclusively stylish setting, ideal for special occasions. With its own dedicated bar and butler service
this impressive dining venue offers customized menu options and seats 12  for dinner and can be extended
to 30 for intimate celebrations.
From Executive Chef Philip Gomes’ kitchen, customers of Villa 39 will experience the authentic, rich,
rustic Italian cuisine that has been perfected over three decades. 

Delicacies include Lobster Linguine, Burrata Pugliese, Champagne Risotto, Pesto Pizza and Fried Zucchini.
The classics are Fettuccini Alfredo with Smoked Chicken Sauce, Lasagna and Parma Ham with melon and
figs. To satisfy the sweet craving they prepare a sinful chocolate fondant and the ever favourite Tiramisu.
The food transports you to old Italy with a delightful twist.  

Exclusive cocktails include Villa's Bellini and Mojito 39 (with coconut water). The Isa Bella, and Bitter
Chocolate Vodkatini already sounds like a favourite. They also have an exquisite selection of Grappa. The
lunch, dinner, and bar menus are specially constructed by Ms. Fabiani and the Chef to introduce you to
their personal recommendations and Italian favorites. The flair di servizio remains unmatched.

You will find yourself at pincode 39. Don’t resist it, don’t deny it, simply indulge in la storia culinaria.

Bon appetito mio buon amico!

Tel: +91 22 6657 3939 Fax: +91 22 6657 3938 Email: info@villa39.com
Website: www.villa39.com
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Timings: Lunch: 12pm to 3pm Dinner: 7pm to 11:45pm Bar-Lounge Area: 6pm to 1am  

Address:
VILLA 39 B-1 Amarchand Mansion 16 Madame Cama Road, Colaba Mumbai 400 039
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